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Review Article

Emerging alphaviruses in the Americas:
Chikungunya and Mayaro
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ABSTRACT
Chikungunya virus (CHIKV) and Mayaro virus (MAYV) are emergent arthropod-borne viruses that produce outbreaks of
acute febrile illness with arthropathy. Despite their different continental origins, CHIKV and MAYV are closely related and
are components of the Semliki Forest Complex of the Alphavirus (Togaviridae). MAYV and, more recently, CHIKV, which are
both transmitted by Aedes mosquitoes, have resulted in severe public health problems in the Americas, including Brazil. In this
review, we present aspects of the pathogenesis, clinical presentation and treatment of febrile illnesses produced by CHIKV and
MAYV. We also discuss the epidemiological aspects and effects related to the prophylaxis of infections by both viruses.
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INTRODUCTION
The spread of ribonucleic acid (RNA) viruses has been
facilitated by environmental degradation and population growth.
In large urban agglomerations, there are increasing opportunities
for viral contagion. Viruses spread rapidly across large distances
because of human travel in fast vehicles, such as airplanes. Thus,
viruses can travel in infected passengers, especially individuals
in the incubation period of disease. Migrations to urban areas
and the uncontrolled growth of cities can also increase the spread
of pathogens. Thus, these pathogens transition from a health
problem in a restricted area to a worldwide problem1. Some RNA
viruses have emerged and are currently producing pandemics.
Examples of these viruses include dengue (Flavivirus) and
Chikungunya (Alphavirus), both of which are arthropod-borne
viruses.
Emerging viruses typically originate in resource-poor
settings and without a health surveillance structure. These
viruses are better studied only after they reach distant places
from their origins. The emergence of an arbovirus (arthropodborne viruses) is related to ecological, environmental or climate
changes that affect its ecological niche. The geographical
displacement of arboviruses is also related to the spread of
animal reservoirs and/or their arthropod vectors (mosquitoes
and ticks). Migrations that cause the invasion of arbovirus
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ecological niches could lead to virus infections and emergencies.
Therefore, zoonotic viruses that adapt to urban cycles, which
become transmissible by anthropophilic mosquitoes, tend to
be successful as emerging pathogens3. This phenomenon is the
case for Chikungunya virus (CHIKV), which is transmitted by
Aedes aegypti and Aedes albopictus. Mayaro virus (MAYV) can
infect humans that invade its zoonotic habitat, including primate
reservoirs. In addition, CHIKV and MAYV can be vertically
transmitted via a transovarian route when the virus is transmitted
from the adult mosquito to its progeny4,5.
CHIKV and MAYV are able to mutate and/or adapt to new
zoonotic cycles and thus acquire a higher potential for emergency.
These arboviruses may emerge as a result of environmental
degradation and socio-economic disturbances6. Climate changes
that interfere with human activities inﬂuence the emergence of
these pathogens and enhance their geographical spread.
GENOME ORGANIZATION AND VIRAL
REPLICATION
CHIKV and MAYV are members of the family Togaviridae,
genus Alphavirus. These viruses are 70nm in diameter, have an
enveloped icosahedral capsid and have a positive polarity singlestranded RNA (the genomic RNA itself is the messenger RNA).
The genome of CHIKV has approximately 11,800 nucleotides,
including a 5′ cap and a 3′ poly-A tail. The 5′ non-translated
region (NTR) is composed of 76 nucleotides, and the 3′ NTR
has 526 nucleotides; there are 68 non-translated nucleotides at
the junction region of the 2 viral open reading frames (ORFs).
The sequences at the 5′ and 3′ ends, as well as in the intergenic
region, have conserved repeated sequence elements that play
important roles in the regulation of viral RNA synthesis7. The
viral genome codes for 2 ORFs. The non-structural proteins are
encoded at the 5′ two-thirds of the genome in an ORF of 7,425
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nucleotides initiated by a ATG start codon (at position 77±79) and
terminated at a stop codon TAG (at position 7,499±7,501). The
polyprotein translated from this ORF has 2,474 amino acids, from
which 4 non-structural proteins (nsP1, nsP2, nsP3 and nsP4) are
formed by proteolytic cleavage. These non-structural proteins
are necessary for the transcription and replication of viral
RNA. The structural proteins are encoded by 4,327 nucleotides
located at a subgenomic messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA)
that is colinear with the 3′ one-third of the genome, which
starts at position 7,498 and excludes the poly (A) tail. Another
ORF, with 3,735 nucleotides, is initiated by a start codon at
position 7,567±7,569 and terminated by a stop codon at position
11,299±11,301. This ORF encodes for a polyprotein of 1,244
amino acids, from which 5 structural proteins (capsid - CP, E3,
E2, 6K and E1) are formed after proteolytic cleavage8,9.
The envelope glycoproteins E2 and E1 are transmembrane
type I and appear as triplicate membrane-anchored heterodimers.
These glycoproteins correspond to the envelope spikes that
coat the virus surface. E2 and E1 are responsible for receptor
recognition and entry of the virus into target cells by membrane
fusion. Both transmembrane glycoproteins are antigenic, and
the E2 antigens are capable of inducing neutralizing antibodies,
which are essential to efﬁcient immune responses by the infected
host10. The immunogenicity of CHIKV E2 has aroused great
interest as a target for new methods of infection diagnosis,
as well as a component of future vaccines8.
Despite their different continental origins, CHIKV and
MAYV are closely related and are components of the Semliki
Forest Complex of the Alphavirus (Togaviridae). Alphavirus
mutations that confer a better ﬁtness to anthropophilic vectors
may become able to spread worldwide. These mutations can
be caused by viral polymerases that incorporate high rates of
errors into copied RNAs. Thus, progenies of an RNA virus
with small mutations are organized into complex and dynamic
communities referred to as quasispecies6,11. Certain quasispecies
may include viruses that are best suited to certain moments and
selective conditions. Changes in the nucleotide sequence of a
viral genome can alter the amino acid sequence of proteins and,
in most cases, induce a defective virus that cannot replicate.
However, a virus that has developed a better infectivity may
eventually arise in nature. Additionally, the replication of RNA
viruses is only possible under unstable borderline ranges of
errors, and some mutants maintain the informational content
of the species and ability to escape the host immune system.
CHIKV is a successful example of a mutant virus able to
produce pandemics7. A mutation in the CHIKV genome led to
the origin of viruses with a better transmission capacity by Aedes
albopictus. This mutation resulted in the spread of CHIKV into
the Indian Ocean and Asia, which produced a large epidemic.
In contrast, MAYV is an arbovirus transmitted by Haemagogus
mosquitoes that feed on primates that live in tree canopies12.
This virus causes sporadic cases or outbreaks of febrile illness
in the Amazon region, including large cities, such as Manaus13.
A MAYV mutant could adapt to anthropophilic mosquito vectors
and spread toward northeastern and southeastern Brazil, as well
as neighboring countries, which would result in an even more
serious public health problem.
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CHIKUNGUNYA VIRUS
Chikungunya virus is a zoonotic arbovirus that was ﬁrst
isolated from an African primate in 195214. CHIKV, similar to
dengue virus, is transmitted to humans in urban cycles by Aedes
aegypti and Aedes albopictus vectors.
After inoculation by the Aedes bite, CHIKV typically
reaches the subcutaneous tissue and is phagocytosed by
dendritic cells that migrate to lymph nodes to present the virus
antigens to the immune system. An innate immune response
is the ﬁrst barrier against CHIKV, which is predominately
based on an interferon that limits the spread of the virus15. The
virus multiplies in monocyte/macrophage cells and interacts
with these cells and other blood leukocytes, which induces the
production of interferon alfa (IFN-α and other cytokines. Virusinfected monocyte/macrophages reach blood vessels and spread
toward target organs, such as the liver, muscle tissues, joints
and the brain. A vigorous immune response limits the disease
produced by CHIKV and confers protection from re-infection.
Thus, the migration of monocyte/macrophages into the synovial
tissues likely contributes to the inﬂammation of joints and may
explain the persistence of arthritis despite the lack of viremia16.
In addition, the persistence of CHIKV in the joints of monkeys
has been associated with chronic arthropathy. The virus can
be detected in joint tissues for up to 90 days, leading to local
inﬂammation17. Whether the immune response, the persistence
of CHIKV in joints, or both factors could lead to this chronic
disease remains unclear. Regulatory mechanisms that impair
a vigorous joint inﬂammatory response may prevent chronic
disease. High levels of Th1-type cytokines in the blood of
patients could also be related to chronic arthropathy18. Thus,
the chronic disease produced by CHIKV is likely induced by
deregulated inﬂammation during the acute phase of disease and/
or convalescence. This deregulation is deleterious and could
cause the inﬂammatory process to continue for many months
after the acute disease19. In addition, CHIKV mutations, such
as the mutations that occurred with the East, Central and South
African genotypes of CHIKV, could induce more virulent
pathogens that are able to interfere with the innate defense
system by damaging the activation of the IFN response20.
However, the knowledge regarding the pathogenesis of the
disease produced by CHIKV remains limited, and further studies
are necessary to better understand its mechanisms.
Based on clinical studies with patients from Asia and the
islands of the Indian Ocean, Chikungunya fever typically
manifests after an incubation period of 2-4 days after the
mosquito bite. Viremia persists for up to 5 days after the onset
of symptoms, and the disease includes a fever (92% of the
cases) typically associated with arthralgia (87%), back pain
(67%) and headache (62%). The fever occurs with a sudden
onset, which reaches 39-40°C, with chills; it typically lasts for
24-48 hours. Joint pain is typically more intense in the morning,
and the majority of patients may have a migratory polyarthritis,
even with joint effusion. The ankles, wrists and small joints
of the hands are the most affected; however, larger joints,
such as the knee, shoulder and spine, may also be involved.
The patients with occupations that require an excessive use
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of small joints tend to be the most affected. Following the
fever, with 2-5 days of illness, a non-pruritic maculopapular
rash may arise on the face, limbs and trunk, which lasts up to
10 days. Neurological manifestations include febrile seizures,
meningitis and encephalitis. Ocular manifestations, including
neuroretinitis and uveitis, are common. The fever, arthritis and
rash may reappear after a period of apparent remission. In some
cases, debilitating arthritis can occur. Shock or death are rare
in CHIKV infections. Chikungunya fever enables a differential
diagnosis from dengue fever. However, for Chikungunya
fever, the convalescence requires a longer resting period than
dengue fever and leads to longer periods without working21. A
study that analyzed the articular disease induced by CHIKV
demonstrated complete resolution in 87.9% of cases, whereas
3.7% had episodic pain and joint stiffness, 2.8% had persistent
stiffness without pain and 5.6% had persistent painful joint
motion that represented an important constraint for the patient22.
The involvement of muscles and the Achilles tendon have also
been observed. Despite the low mortality, Chikungunya fever
leads to important economic and social impacts that are higher
than the impacts produced by other viruses.
Based on small differences in E1, E2 and nsP1 viral genes,
3 genotypes of CHIKV have been reported to date: the Asian,
the West African, and the East, Central and South African
(ECSA)23,24. Starting in 2005, after a mutation of the aminoacid alanine for valine at position 226 of the E1 glycoprotein,
CHYKV ECSA became more adapted to transmission by
Aedes albopictus but maintained the same tropism for Aedes
aegypti25. ECSA CHIKV spread across the Indian Ocean,
which caused major epidemics of acute febrile illness with
arthralgia, meningoencephalitis and abortions in the islands of
Reunion, Madagascar, Mauritius, Seychelles and Mayotte. In
2006, CHIKV arrived in India and produced an epidemic in the
State of Andhra Pradesh26. In 2007, the virus caused more than
1 million infections in India, with 1,200 deaths. In 2007, CHIKV
was reported in Italy near the Adriatic Sea, which produced
220 cases and 1 death, reﬂecting an ability to become widespread.
The Italian outbreak was likely initiated by an imported case
that came to a town infested by Aedes albopictus26. Imported
cases of CHIKV have been reported in Europe and the United
States. In South America, French Guiana reported 30 cases of
Chikungunya fever imported from India in 200627.
CHIKV of the Asian genotype was introduced in the
Americas through the Caribbean, and the ﬁrst autochthonous
cases were reported in Saint Martin and the French West Indies
in December 2013. In March 2014, Chikungunya fever was
recorded in nine Caribbean islands, with more than 15,000
suspected cases28,29. CHIKV was also detected in blood donors,
which raised concern and directly threatened the safety of blood
products that could transmit the virus through transfusion30. In
August 2014, the epidemic reached Central America (Panama,
Nicaragua and El Salvador) and South America. More than
200 suspected cases were reported in Venezuela, and over
1,000 suspected cases were reported in Colombia31.
In Brazil, the Ministry of Health has reported imported
cases of Chikungunya fever since 201032. By 2014, tens of

imported cases were reported in travelers from Haiti, the
Dominican Republic and French Guiana. The ﬁrst report of
the autochthonous transmission of CHIKV in Brazil was on
September 12, 2014, when the Ministry of Health conﬁrmed
two indigenous cases of Chikungunya fever in the State of
Amapá. In September 2014, an outbreak by another genotype
of CHIKV (the Asian genotype) arose in Feira de Santana City,
State of Bahia, with hundreds of suspected cases. The situation
regarding CHIKV in Bahia has rapidly evolved; in the ﬁrst
week of October 2014, 722 suspected cases of Chikungunya
fever were reported in 10 cities, and cases were also reported
in State of Minas Geraes32 (Figure 1).
Considering that vaccines or antiviral drugs to CHIKV are
not available and that Brazilian cities are infested by Aedes
aegypti and Aedes Albopictus, the epidemiological control of
CHIKV epidemics should be based only on the traditional ﬁght
against vector mosquitoes. Therefore, recognizing the inefﬁcient
control of dengue, which is transmitted by the same mosquito,
Chikungunya epidemics will likely spread rapidly throughout
Brazil, whose inhabitants are completely susceptible to the
virus. A recent Brazilian experimental study that analyzed
the transmission of CHIKV by mosquitoes demonstrated that
35 strains of Ae. aegypti and Ae. Albopictus were capable of
transmission with great efﬁciency, including all 3 CHIKV
genotypes29. Therefore, this study reinforces the idea that
CHIKV will spread in the Americas and, in particular, Brazil.
MAYARO VIRUS
MAYV was originally isolated in Trinidad in 1954 from the
serum of febrile patients33. Both genotypes of MAYV (D and L)
exhibit a close phylogenetic relationship with the Una virus. The
D genotype of MAYV has been reported in the Central Plateau
and the Amazon region of Brazil, as well as in Peru, Bolivia,
Venezuela, Colombia, Argentina and Trinidad. The L genotype
appears to occur only in the Amazon region of the Brazilian
State of Pará. MAYV has produced outbreaks of acute febrile
illness in these places34. Typically, MAYV affects individuals
who work or reside in contact with the natural environment.
However, outbreaks in large cities have also been reported13.
The disease caused by Mayaro lasts for 3-5 days and includes
fever, headache, myalgia, rash and arthralgia of large joints
and, occasionally, arthritis. The convalescence of this disease
may require several weeks12,13. The physiopathology of Mayaro
fever has not been studied.
MAYV is maintained in nature as a zoonosis of primates,
who become infected by the bite of Haemagogus mosquitoes
that live in treetops. This maintenance cycle is similar to that of
sylvatic yellow fever (YFV), and the places that suffer MAYV
outbreaks could also have outbreaks of YFV, which occurred
in the City of Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, in the 1980s12,35.
A study of 335 blood samples of indigenous communities in
the Rio Negro region, Brazil, indicated that 41.5% of those
tested had antibodies against MAYV, which demonstrates that
it is a common infection in this region5. Cases of Mayaro fever
have also occurred in Manaus, which is a large city and the
capital of the State of Amazonas, in 2007-2008. In this city,
immunoglobulin M (IgM) antibodies to MAYV were detected
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CHIKV was reported in
almost all Caribbean
islands in July 2014

In South America, CHIKV
was firstly reported in
Venezuela, French Guyana
and Colombia, in August

CHIKV Asian
genotype was first
reported in the
Caribbean, in 2013

In September 2014, the
CHIKV Asia genotype
reached Brasil. It was
in Oiapoque, Amapá.

2014.

CHIKV was reported in the large cities of
Salvador and Belo Horizonte in October 2014

In September
2014, a second
introduction of the
CHIKV ECSA
genotype was
identified in Feira
de Santana, Bahia.

FIGURE 1 - Emergence of Chikungunya virus in the Americas. CHIKV: Chikungunya; ECSA: East, Central and South African.

by an enzyme immunoassay in the sera of 33 patients aged
6 to 65 years. The MAYV genome was identiﬁed in one of these
sera. The patients had fever, headache, arthralgia, eye pain and
rash. It is possible that these patients were the tip of an iceberg
that reﬂected many undiagnosed cases13. Evidence of MAYV
migration to other parts of Brazil has also been reported. In
2000, 3 patients who had Mayaro fever and most likely acquired
it in Camapuã City, located in the Center-West of the country,
traveled to the City of São Paulo, where they were diagnosed36.
In addition, antibodies to MAYV have been observed in
2 birds captured in the State of Rio Grande do Sul in the south
of Brazil and far away from the Amazon region (Araujo AA,
Ministry of Health: personal communication, 2005). These data
indicate a risk of the introduction of MAYV to other regions of
Brazil. Thus, MAYV is an emerging virus that affects human
populations, even individuals who live in the large cities of the
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Amazon region. This virus could spread to other regions of
Brazil, as well as other tropical American countries, because it
is introduced by sick travelers or migratory birds. MAYV and
CHIKV could also be transmitted by Aedes aegypti. Therefore,
it is possible to imagine a future scenario in which MAYV, after
adaptation to an urban cycle, causes major epidemics2,36.
LABORATORY DIAGNOSIS
Rapid, sensitive and reliable laboratory methods should be
used for the diagnosis of infections by both CHIKV and MAYV.
These techniques should be used to provide a better management
of patients, as well as for the detection and control of outbreaks.
Molecular assays are rapid and sensitive tools for the diagnosis
of infections by these viruses in the early viremic stages of
illness. Conventional real time polymerase-chain reaction
(RT-PCR) have been used. These techniques use generic primers
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for Alphavirus or virus-speciﬁc primers that amplify the genes
nsP1, nsP2 or E113,20,37,38. Viral isolation can be performed on
the ﬁrst or second day of the disease from the serum of viremic
patients inoculated into C6/36 insect cells or Vero-E6 monkey
cells. Virus isolation can also be performed by the intracerebral
inoculation of baby mice39,40. Early antibodies can be detected in
patient sera as early as after 5 days after the onset of symptoms.
These antibodies neutralize the virus, thus preventing its
isolation. The isolation of CHIKV and MAYV requires at least
3 days and is important for investigating the epidemiology and
pathogenesis of these viruses. The isolation of CHIKV and
MAYV also allows for their molecular characterization.
The serologic response to infections by CHIKV and MAYV
can be detected by enzyme-immune assays (EIAs), an indirect
immunoﬂuorescence assay (IFA), a hemoagglutination inhibition
(HI) test and a neutralization test (NT). Enzyme immunoassay
is a rapid and sensitive technique for the detection of speciﬁc
antibodies and can discriminate between immunoglobulin G
(IgG) and immunoglobulin M (IgM). The IgM to CHIKV is
typically detectable 3 days after the onset of symptoms and
persists up to 3 months. IgG antibodies to CHIKV and MAYV
appear after IgM antibodies and persist for years. Various EIA
techniques have been prepared in-house for the diagnosis of
these viral infections. Some techniques use virus-infected cells,
the whole virus or recombinant viral envelope or nonstructural
proteins as the antigens5,13,20,33,41. Commercial serological assays,
including fast methods, are also available; however, their
sensitivities for antibody detection before day 5 after the onset
of symptoms is dependent on the virus strain or the source of
the antigen used for the assay. Assays based on recombinant
antigens might be more speciﬁc regarding virus genotype
and mutations43. Paired sera (from acute and convalescent
phases) that exhibit positivation or increasing antibody titers
in the second serum sample may be necessary to conﬁrm virus
diagnosis using HI or NT assays because these techniques do not
discriminate IgG from IgM. In fact, the diagnosis of infections
based exclusively on virus-speciﬁc serological testing cannot
be used alone. However, these serologic techniques are useful
for the diagnosis of travelers who return from geographic areas
affected by CHIKV or MAYV. Moreover, cross-reactions could
occur with antibodies produced in infections by other viruses
of the Semliki forest serogroup 20. Thus, considering that
CHIKV and MAYV could circulate in the same region, it will
be necessary to use techniques able to detect the viral genome
(RT-PCR) or a NT that is highly species-speciﬁc to differentiate
infections. Additionally, it will be necessary to develop better
diagnostic tests that are simple, fast, speciﬁc and reliable for
the diagnosis of CHIKV and MAYV.
TREATMENT OF PATIENTS AND VACCINES TO
PREVENT CHIKV AND MAYV INFECTIONS
There are no speciﬁc drugs for routine use against CHIKV
and MAYV. Patients are maintained in repose and are
symptomatically treated with simple analgesics (acetaminophen,
paracetamol) and/or nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
(ibuprofen, naproxen), which can provide pain and fever relief.
Corticosteroids have been used in a few cases of CHIKV but

without proven efﬁcacy43. Chloroquine, an anti-malaria drug,
has been used to treat chronic arthritis caused by CHIKV
with encouraging results44. Ribavirin (200mg twice per day
for seven days) has been shown to be effective for relieving
crippling lower limb pains and improved the resolution of these
manifestations45. The combination of interferon alpha (IFN-α)
2b and ribavirin produces a synergistic anti-CHIKV effect,
as demonstrated in an in vitro study46. Passive immunization
could be an appropriate preventive and therapeutic option for
Chikungunya and Mayaro fevers because no alternative therapy
is available47. In a mouse model, human polyvalent immune
globulins extracted and puriﬁed from plasma samples of donors
in the convalescent phase of CHIKV infection exhibited high
neutralizing activity, as well as a powerful therapeutic and
prophylactic action against CHIKV infection48. Thus, passive
immunization could be used for the treatment of Chikungunya
fever and for prevention in patients at risk of severe CHIKV
disease, such as adults with underlying conditions.
Some questions remain to be addressed to develop vaccines
to protect against CHIKV and MAYV infections. What is the
ideal animal model to test these vaccines? What is the better
route for immunization? What is the cost of these vaccines?
Considering that most outbreaks of CHIKV and MAYV occur
in poor developing countries, it is important to create lowcost vaccines to immunize large populations. Some CHIKV
vaccine candidates are currently under investigation. For
example, a CHIKV particle-like vaccine has been investigated
in a phase I clinical trial49. Recently, a vaccine candidate for
MAYV that uses the internal ribosome entry site (IRES) of the
encephalomyocarditis virus to replace the viral subgenomic
promoter was able to change the host-speciﬁc mechanism
of structural protein gene expression. This MAYV vaccine
has been tested in immunocompetent mice and interferon
receptor-knockout mice. In both animal models, the vaccine
candidate was able to produce viral attenuation, the induction
of neutralizing antibodies and efﬁcacy against a lethal challenge
with MAYV50. Further studies with this vaccine are ongoing.
Finally, there is hope that vaccines to prevent infections by
CHIKV and MAYV will be available in the near future.
FINAL REMARKS
CHIKV and MAYV result in relevant public health problems
in the Americas, particularly Brazil. CHIKV, a virus transmitted
by Aedes that causes large epidemics of febrile illness with joint
involvement, has only recently been introduced to Brazil. The
virus will likely spread throughout the country and become a
national calamity similar to dengue. MAYV is phylogenetically
related to CHIKV and causes outbreaks of febrile disease with
articular involvement in the Amazon region. MAYV may
emerge in other regions of the country if it adapts to Aedes
transmission. There is little information regarding the febrile
illnesses produced by these viruses. CHIKV and MAYV fevers
can be confused with dengue fever. These facts, combined with
the fact that a laboratory diagnosis of CHIKV and MAYV is
only performed in a few places, could lead to the erroneous
impression that outbreaks cause by CHIKV and MAYV are not
present in populated regions of Brazil.
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